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68.1

INTRODUCTION

Whether the slUn feels soft, supple, compliant, firm, etc.,
to the touch is directly related to its mechanical properties.
Probably the most widely recognized change in the
mechanical properties of the skin is its age-related loss of
elasticity. It is also generally appreciated that more subtle
changes, such as increased skin stiffness. can provide
important clinical clues for monitoring the progression of
certain systemic diseases such as scleroderma. Thus, it is
not surprising that over the years, a wide variety of devices
have been created to noninvasively describe the mechanical properties of the slUn. Despite obvious differences in
design and execution, the underlying principles of all of
these devices are genera]]y much the same, i.e.. load the
skin surface in a standard manner and measure the resulting deformations over time. Thus, we have devices that
pull, push. tug. twist. compress. wiggle. and impact the
skin.
In this chapter we will describe the OermaLab suction
cup, which is manufactured by Cortex Technology (Hadsund, Denmark). Some aspects of an earJier version of this
device have been previously covered by Serupl and Pedersen et aJ.2 Since that time a number of minor improvements have been made to the basic device by Conex
Technology. and a dedicated application program has been
written by cyberOERM. Jnc. (Broomall. PA) that allows
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the DermaLab suction cup to be computerized. Both the
stand-alone and the computerized
versions will be
reviewed in this chapter.

68.2

BASIC DESCRIPTION OF THE
DERMAlAB SUCTION CUP
HARDWARE

The OermaLab suction cup consists of a light plastic probe
(Figure 68.1) that forms a closed chamber when attached
to the skin sUiface using double-sided sticky tape. Within
the probe chamber there are two nan'ow beams of light
that are run at different heights parallel to the skin surface
and serve as elevation detectors. A computer-controlled
vacuum pump is used to progressively increase the suction
within the chamber. Since the time at which each of the
light beams is blocked can be electronically detected, the
amount of suction in kilopascals (kPa) required to lift the
skin to that point can be easily determined and electronically recorded by the computer.
Figure 68.2 shows a schematic diagram consisting of
four panels that portray the sequence of events that occurs
dUling a measurement procedure. When the probe is first
placed on the skin, its surface will be flush across the
opening of the suction chamber, as shown in Figure 68.2a.
The progressive increa.se in suction will cause the skin to
be drawn into the chamber (Figure 68.2b), and eventually
593
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FIGURE 68.1 The lightweightplastic probe of the DerrnaLab
suctioncup.

be drawn into the chamber (Figure 68.2b), and eventually
the skin will be lifted to the point where the light beam
of the lower elevation detector (level I) will be blocked,
as shown in Figure 68.2c. When this occurs, the vacuum
at that point will be electronically recorded. If the pump
is allowed to continue, sufficient suction will be created
to additionally lift the skin to the point where the light
beam of the upper elevation detector (level 2) is blocked
as well, as shown in Figure 68.2d. The amount of suction
required to achieve this higher level is also electronically
recovered.
Since the positions of the lower and upper elevation
detectors are fixed by the geometry of the probe, the strain
at each level is known. In the standard probe these are
equivalent to the skin being stretched to 2 and 12% exten-

FIGURE

sions, respectively. The suction pressure in kilopascals
required to lift the skin to each point provides a measure
of the stress at that level. This means that the DermaLab
suction cup can calculate the mechanical properties of the
skin based on Hooke's law,3 which was first formally
stated by the English mathematician in 1660 as an anagram in Latin. Since no one managed to break his code,
years later he translated the phrase to be "The power [sic]
of any springy body is in the same proportion with the
extension." Today, Hooke's law3 in its simplest form is
generally stated that "the strain of any material is proportional to the load applied to it." This means that if an
applied tensile stress of x units will stretch a specimen of
I unit, then a stress of 1.5x will produce an elongation of
1.5 units, a stress of 2x will produce a deformation of 2
units, and so on.
The factory manual states that if certain basic assumptions are made, then the stiffness of the skin or its Young's
modulus (E) can be calculated from this stress-strain relationship as follows:

where x = deviation middle of surface, = elasticity
constant for measured object estimated from civil engineering tables, p = negative pressure, r = radius of surface
measured, and s = thickness of object measured.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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TABLE 68.1

Displayed Parameters When DermaLab Suction Cup Is Used as a Stand-Alone Device
Description

Comments

The calculatedelasticity modulusbased on the first
measurementcycle
The differentialvacuumnecessaryto elevatethe skin from
detectionlevelI to detectionlevel2 on thefirstsuctioncycle

May not be appropriatefor humanskin
measurements
Very usefulin describingstiffnessof skin, but
actual value dependsupon specificprobe
configuration
Same as RESl
Misleadingdue to suction curve not being
linear
Same as TIMl

Parameter
ELAST
RESl

RESN
TIMI
TIMN

Same as RES1 but on last suction cycle
The time require for the skin to be raised to detectionlevel
2 on the first suction cycle
Same as TIMI but on last suction cycle

In these calculations

is set by the manufacturer

to be

is reached where the negative pressure within the chamber
is maintained in equilibrium
with the capacity of the
pump. With stiffer skin it will take longer for this equilibrium to be achieved, which is the notion underlying the
use of the elevation times TIM I and TIMN.

0.5, r is defined by the chamber geometry as 5 mm, and
s is set by the manufacturer
of 1.0 mm.

to a standard

skin thickness

We agree with Serupl that the calculation of a Young's
modulus in the above manner is not normally considered
to be appropriate for complex composite structures such
as the skin. Not only is the skin highly anisotrophic and
viscoelastic, but it is also composed of various layers, each
of which has a different mechanical resistance. Moreover,
the actual values for both (elasticity constant) and s (skin
thickness) are not known and can vary considerably,
depending upon the age of the patient and the anatomical
region being measured. Nevertheless,
we feel that this
parameter must be discussed in this chapter since it is the
ELAST parameter that is provided as part of the printed
output of the DermaLab suction cup when used in the
noncomputerized stand-alone mode.

68.3

In the more recent version of the DermaLab

At the time of the original paper by Serupl the actual
shape of the negative pressure curve in the chamber was
not exactly known but was supposed to be nonlinear. We
have been able to acquire the profile of the negative pressure curve by incorporating a digital manometer into the
suction line and placing the suction cup probe on a rigid,
nondeformable surface. As shown in Figure 68.3, the time
required to reach equilibrium is approximately the same,

THE DERMALAB SUCTION

NONCOMPUTERIZED
DEVICE

CUP AS A
STAND-ALONE

Table 68.1 provides a listing of the various parameters that
appear on the liquid crystal display of the DermaLab when
used as a stand-alone instrument not interfaced to a PC.

suction

cup, a switch has been provided to further control the flow
rate of the specialized vacuum system. For most skin sites,
such as the arms and legs, the switch should be set at
NORMAL, which is the default setting. With skin that is
very loose, such as the face and neck, it is recommended
to use the REDUCED setting, which according to the
factory manual reduces the rate at which the suction pressure is applied.
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These include ELAST, which refers to the calculated elasticity modulus (E), which in our opinion should be considered to be of only limited value due to the reasons
described above.
We also have some reservations

as to how useful the

two elevation time values (TIM 1 and TIMN) can be. These
are the time to reach the upper detector at level 2 on the
first cycle (TIM I) and the last or nth cycle (TIMN). The
DermaLab suction cup does not have a vacuum tank or
barometric control of the buildup of negative pressure.
Instead, this device is designed with a specially constructed tube system so that the vacuum is slowly applied
over a period of perhaps 30 to 60 seconds, until a plateau
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FIGURE 68.3 Negative pressure curves developed by DermaLab suction pump at either normal or reduced settings.
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but the level at which this occurs is considerably lower
for the REDUCED setting than for the NORMAL setting.
Moreover, it is quite clear that the shape of both curves
is clearly nonlinear. This means that although a stiffer
material will take longer to be stretched to the upper level,
there is no simple relationship between that time and the
stiffness of that material. In other words, a doubling in
elevation time does not mean a doubling in skin stiffness.
Indeed, the shape of the pressure curve clearly indicates
that as time increases, the degree to which the actual
stiffness is overestimated by relying on the elevation time
values will increase as well.
This leaves only RES I and RESN as possible measures of stiffness that are available when the DermaLab
is used as a stand-alone instrument. Both values indicate
the differential vacuum necessary to elevate the skin from
detection level I to detection level 2 in either the first or
the nth and last cycle. Since these values are central to the
computerized version of the DermaLab, we will deal with
them in more detail in the next section.

68.4

THE COMPUTERIZED

DERMALAB

SUCTION

CYBERDERM

CUP WITH

SOFTWARE

As is the case with all of the DermaLab modules, the
suction cup can also be configured to run in continuous
mode, so that a stream of data flows via an RS-232 interface to a PC where it can be processed using specialized
data acquisition programs. Actually, two data outputs are
provided at a sampling rate of 20 per second, with the first
being the status of the lower-level detector (ON or OFF)
and the second being the negative pressure within the
chamber at that point in time in kilopascals. The pressure
information can be plotted in real time on a strip chart
recorder so that the operator can watch the development
of the suction curve in the suction chamber. By monitoring
the status of the lower-level detector, the pressure developed at the point in time when the light beam of the
elevation detectors is broken can easily be captured. Since
the pressure pump is automatically turned off when the
upper detector light beam is broken, there is no need to
monitor the status of this detector, because the pressure
profile will drop off immediately. Thus, it is a relatively
simple matter to compute the differential vacuum necessary to elevate the skin from the lower detector beam at
level I to the upper detector beam at level 2, which is
equivalent to RES I or RESN of the stand-alone instrument. Again, RES I and RESN refer to values that are
respectively derived from either the first or the nth and
last cycle. Moreover, it is also a simple matter to provide
the actual stress values in terms of pressure at both detector levels, where the strain is known due to the probe's
geometry. In the case of the standard probe, this is equiv-

alent to 2% extension at the lower level and 12% extension
at the higher level.
Although it would also be possible to easily extract
the time required to reach the upper detector level from
the time base of the pressure curve, to yield an output
identical to TIM I or TIMN of the stand-alone device, we
do not think that measurements based on this parameter
are easy to compare due to the nonlinear pressure curve,
as previously discussed.
68.5

VALIDATION

STUDY

COMPUTERIZED
SUCTION

OF THE

DERMA LAB

CUP

We would like to emphasize that the underlying physical
principle of the DermaLab suction cup is Hooke's law.3
To determine how well the computerized device adhered
to Hooke's law,3 we used a 0.012-inch-thick latex sheet
that could be stretched to different degrees before the
probe was attached. By marking two reference lines 2
inches apart upon the sheet, with no tension upon it, one
could achieve extensions of 25, 50, 75, and 100% by
stretching these lines so that the gaps between the reference lines were 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 inches, respectively. The DermaLab suction cup probe could then be
reattached to the latex sheet that has been stretched to
various degrees. Figure 68.4 displays the results obtained
for the standard probe. Note that the pressure values
recorded for both the upper and lower detectors are
highly correlated with the degree of stretch, which is in
perfect accordance with Hooke's law,3 with R2 being
nearly I in both cases. It is also clear that the pressure
differential between the two detectors remains constant
Standard suction cup
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FIGURE 68.4 Scatterplot of the amountof suctionrequiredto
lift a reference latex sheet to block either the lower or upper
level detector light beams, with the sheet stretched to various
degrees.Note that results are in excellentagreementwith thoset
predictedby Hooke's law.
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68.5 The resultsfor the sclerodennaand facialprobesare alsoin excellentagreementwiththose predictedby Hooke's law.

throughout this range of extension, which justifies the
use of the RES 1 or RESN value as a measure of the
inherent stiffness of that material, provided that we
remain within the linear portion of the stress-strain
curve, which is clearly true in this casco
It should be pointed out that special probe configurations exist. In the scleroderma version, the upper and lower
elevation detectors are moved closer to the skin surface,
which allows one to measure tight skin without excessive
stretching. In the facial version, the lower elevation detector is moved farther away, since the skin may be so loose
and soft that it may have already moved into the chamber
and blocked the lower detector before the suction is

AU: Replace
with symbols?

W

Percent extension of latex sheet

applied. As shown in Figure 68.5, regardless of the configuration, Hooke's law3 is still obeyed. Indeed, with this
type of graphic presentation it is easy to appreciate that
the upper elevation detector of the scleroderma probe and
the lower elevation detector of the facial probe are in
approximately the same relative position above the skin
surface, as shown by the fact that their plots are quite
similar. Again, note that the pressure differential between
the lower and upper detectors for both probes remains
constant through this range of extensions, as was the case
for the standard probe. Although the pressure differentials
differ among the various probes, this is due to the spacing
of the lower and upper elevation detectors. Indeed, rather
than computing a Young's modulus, we think it more
appropriate to describe the results obtained with the DerFacial
maLab suction cup in terms of a stiffness index,
which is
Scleroderma
Standard
simply
delta prt'%ure in KFaJdelta

di~l:H1C~>

in mm

This means that skin that is firm and taught will have
a much higher stiffness index than skin that is loose and
saggy. In this validation study, the material being studied
with the different probe configurations was the same latex
sheet. Although the positions of the lower and upper elevation detectors in the standard, scleroderma, and facial
suction cup probes do differ considerably, as shown in
Table 68.2, the stiffness index for the latex sheet was the
same. Moreover, if we increase the thickness of the latex
sheet being measured, there will be a corresponding
increase in the stiffness index, as one would predict.
Although the focus of this chapter is skin biomechanics,
one should also realize that the DermaLab suction cup can
be easily employed to measure the material properties of
various elastic sheets in a meaningful manner.
68.6

EFFECTSOF REPETITIVE CYCLES

With the DermaLab suction cup one can program the
suction pump to do either a single on-off cycle or a series
of repetitive cycles with an intervening resting time, which

TABLE 68.2

Stiffness Index of Latex Sheet
Reference Standard as
Measured with Three Different
Suction Cup Configurations
0.66
0.45
1.28
±±
ProbeS.D.
Type

12.18
12.07
12.44
Mean
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FIGURE 68.6 Effectsof repetitivecyclingon the amountof suctionrequiredto stretch latex or skin to block the elevationdetectors
at levels I and 2 with the DermaLabsuctioncup.

can be set to be from 1 to 10 seconds. The program can
be set so that the device will automatically stop cycling
after a predetermined number of cycles have been completed.
During the validation studies we found that repetitive
measurements of the latex sheet typically gave the same
values for each cycle regardless of the number of cycles,
as shown in Figure 68.6. In striking contrast, when measuring human volunteers we found that the suction required
to lift the skin progressively decreases with each cycle,
but will eventually reach an asymptote. This warming-up
phenomenon is more or less obvious at different anatomical sites and in some individuals. Currently we are investigating how to best express these results and what factors
are responsible for this type of behavior. Such studies can
only be done with the computerized version of the device,
which provides a complete data set for each and every
cycle over time. With the stand-alone version only the
information of the first and last cycles is provided, and
these values provide only the pressure differentials (RES 1
and RESN), not the individual stresses for levels 1 and 2
for each cycle.

68.7

lYPICAL

RESULTS FROM STUDIES

HUMAN

VOLUNTEERS

OF

Although the probe is very lightweight (approximately 10
g), the tethered wires and pneumatic tubing, if not properly
supported, will tug on the skin and alter the biomechanical
properties being measured. This is extremely important
when attempting to measure where the skin is lax, such
as under the eye (Figure 68.7).

FIGURE 68.7 Although the probe is lightweight, it is important, especiallywhenthe skinis lax to supportthe probe,so that
it does not tug on the skin.

Figure 68.8 summarizes the results from a small crosssectional study involving 20 healthy normal individuals,
with half of them between 20 and 30 years and the other
half between 50 and 60 years of age. Striking differences
were found to exist at various regions of the face, especially under the eye. The facial skin of older individuals
was typically less stiff than that of younger individuals in
these regions, due to loss of elasticity and increased sagging. We have also found that the DermaLab suction cup
provides clinically relevant data on the mechanical properties of the skin, which may help predict the severity and
progression of a number of diseases, such as scleroderma.
We are especially impressed with how well the DermaLab
suction cup has held up under hard use in such clinical
trials. A large part of its robustness stems from there not
being any moving parts in the probe.
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FIGURE 68.8 Cross-sectional survey in which the stiffness
index was measured at various regions of the face of younger
and older adults with a computerized DermaLab suction cup.
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